Here are the updates on the Nebraska East Union Renovation:

1st Floor
- East Campus Dining Center opens to everyone on Wednesday, November 13th!

2nd Floor
- The 1st floor stair has been demoed and footings for the new stair are going in. Stair installation to follow
- Starbucks is framed in and drywall should be complete by the end of the month
- Great Plains Room drywall should be wrapping up this week
- First coat of painting will begin in parts of the 2nd floor beginning this week
- Concrete pours for the ramp and foundation for the fireplace patio and entrance took place last week and more to continue later this week
- Fireplace for lounge and patio scheduled to be installed on November 13th
- Fire suppression installation underway on the 2nd floor

Other Building Items
- Demo for the new atrium windows is scheduled to begin on Monday, November 18th.
- Loading dock is clearing up for normal business. Some additional shuffling of parking and dumpsters will continue as we understand the new space and operation
- Mechanical penthouse siding installation continues
- Capping on the roof edges is finishing up
- We continue to work on our temporary heating strategies. We are actively working to get all areas of the building to comfortable temperature ranges. We have been experiencing some cold areas in the building, so please plan accordingly.

Milestone Dates
- Starbucks is scheduled to be completed on February 1st and hopefully open shortly thereafter
- Great Plains Room is scheduled to be completed on 3/29/19 with our first event scheduled for 4/1
- 3rd floor will go under renovation beginning after commencement
- Bowling Alley and the rest of the 1st floor is scheduled to be renovated May 11, 2020 to October 2020